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20091128 – Big Fat Geezer Dressed In Bright Red With Long White 
Beard Terrorizes Kids  
 

 

Well we’ve been back just over a month and it’s rained nearly every day – delightful. 

Wendy’s had the joys of Christmas shopping, usually without me for some reason! 
Thankfully when I do have to go at least there’s a Starbucks around to kill the boredom. 

Meanwhile I’ve got back into pottery. All very therupeutic. Somehow when I’m on the 
wheel I still seem to come off caked in clay, really makes walking difficult. Then of 
course I get moaned at from Wendy for making a mess. Meanwhile I’m racking up the 
pots, we’ve no room left in our house for any, every time you open a door they tumble 
out - friends and family watch out. There’ s nothing like getting your own back on 
someone whose annoyed you by inflicting a pot on them, everytime you go around they 
have to drag it out and put it in pride of place – wicked.   

After two years of good intent I’ve finally managed to join an archery club. They have a 
3 acre shoot and shed in the back of beyond – Sabden Fold in the shadow of Pendle 
hill. It’s pretty good because I’ve a key to the shed (no sherry in it) and can go anytime 
to shoot a few arrows. Mind you I’m a bit out of practise and so far I’ve got three bent 
arrows – very expensive. When we get a nice day (not likely) I’ll be able to go along 
and ruin a few more arrows. Perhaps my aim will improve if I attach a picture of some 
of these bankers / foreign call centre operators / lazy salesmen / and others, too many 
to mention, who have seriously offended and deserve to be lined up against the 
proverbial wall. 

Meanwhile we’ve just taken Honey on the Father Christmas train. When it comes to a 
photograph with him they’re scared witless – mind you can you blame them – but then 
kids will gladly accept presents /sweets off him. Worrying isn’t it really. 

Now these old steam trains may be very nostalgic but they certainly make you 
appreciate the comfort of a modern 1st class seat on Virgin and at least you don’t arrive 
stinking like an old fireplace. Meanwhile I have the delight of an hours “In The Night 
Garden”, no wonder kids don’t speak coherently. It’s just full of unitelligeable babble 
that some overpaid psychologist has probably managed to con the BBC into beleiving is 
the latest in trendy learning – cynic. 

Well only three days left before we escape this grey, wet and windy wasteland on HMS 
Wallace Arnold. Bring it on (what an awful phrase). We’ve already received our guide to 
cruising  which tells us what we can and cannot wear. Fortunately black socksw with 
shorts and colour of underpants is entirely at my discretion, but my holy  jeans and 
trainers seem to be persona non gratis – oh well we’ll see! 



Tuesday is another one of those 4 letter word days. No I’m not installing software or 
doing DIY, it’s WORK again. Up at 06:00, drive to the wilds of Wales – Bangor; 9 hour 
board meeting; then we have our Xmas do – meal and drinks. All very pleasant. 

Wednesday – get home and suitcase is already packed, that saves a load of agro. But 
Wendy’s forgot a few essentials such as yellow souwester to weather the storm; arm 
bands in case it sinks; stirrup pump to empty the seawater out of our “stateroom” down 
in the bilges; and of course my iPhone for SatNav to help Captain Pugwash if he gets 
lost. 

This post was published to Tony &amp; Wendy's Travel Blog at 14:01:11 05/12/2009 

20091203 – Ship Ahoy 
 

 

Thursday - HMS Wallace Arnold here we come. 

As part of the entertainment on our journy we decide to play an I Spy like game. It’s “I 
Spy A Cruiser”. 

We know there are about 20 cruisers on our flight, but how do you identify one. Well 
after much scientific observation I set out below a handy formula for identifying a 
cruiser. 

Firstly we start out with a base percentage certainty that someone is a cruiser then to 
this base percentage we add or substarct a modifier percentage based on certain 
observed attributes of a cruiser. The base plus modifier percentage results in a 
percentage certainty that the person is a cruiser. 

Base Percentage 

Age under 40 – 0% 

40 to 50 – 30% 

50 to 60 – 40% 

60+ - 50% 

Modifier  

Smartly dressed male with shirt, jacket and possibly tie – +10% 

Polished leather shoes co-ordinated with clothes – +10% 



Femal wearing dress with lots of gold braiding / gold jewellery - +10% 

Wearing faded or holy jeans, trainers - -10% 

Mobile in pouch on the waste - +5% 

Bare midriff, pierced belly button, thongs showing, low cleavage, short mini-skirt - -
20% 

Male carrying a handbag with all travel documents in (excluding anyone French) - 
+10% 

 

Friday – we come all this way for the sun, to the so called sunshine state, and there’s a 
48 hour flood warning in place with 6 – 8” of rain forecast. On the plus side there’s 
plenty of snow storms forecast for Salt Lake.  

Hilton hotel very nice but just a constant rip off for drinks, breakfast etc. This holds the 
accolade of being the only hotel we’ve stayed at in the US where they charge for Wifi 
($29 for 24 hours) – unbelievable! Breakfast costs the same as a stay in a comfort 
suite, with free breakfast. The queue for breakfast as we were leaving was just 
unbelievable, by the time they get to a table they’ll be serving lunch.  

Good news on the US TV front there’s finally no mention of Micheal Jackson. Instead it’s 
wall to wall Tiger Woods! 

Hotel is absolute mayhem. Cases picked up at 10:30 by truck that seems to have 
disapppeared, followed “hopefully” (their words) by a coach at 11:30. B y 11:00 it’s 
clear that this mayhem will only get worse so we get a taxi. Cruise centre is impressive; 
yet more airport security; staff are brilliant, well trained and very friendly but then we 
have the wait in the 2nd floor cattle shed, fortunately seated. Then it starts “Please 
remain seated, please remain seated, please remain seated, please remain 
seated, please remain seated, please remain seated, please remain seated”  for 2.5 hours – I’ll be 
mumbling it in my sleep. Finally after customs delays, computer checkin failure – let’s 
hope they’re navigating by good old fashioned watch, sextent and dead reckoning – we 
get to our bilges stateroom after 4 hours. Actually it’s on deck 10 of 14. Forget feeling 
seasick it’s vertigo you need to worry about. 

The ship is stunning. The stateroom is luxurious. Service so far, apart from one Maitre 
De (not my words for him), is friendly and impressive. Food and dining is excellent. I 
think I’ll be enrolling in the UK’s Olympic Sumo wrestling team when we get back. 



Fantastic gym but I wish they wouldn’t drag you out of it covered in sweat and on your 
last legs to go to the “Titanic Drill”. 

Evening dining produces an interesting mix of an extroverted female accountant, retired 
professor of political science and a therapist. 

Oh and by the way my Cruiser Identification Criteria has been shot to pieces by the 
Americans. They come in all shapes, sizes (mainly blobby), age, dress, hats (some of 
which were last seen at Ascot ladies day) and has therefore been renamed the “Brits 
Cruise Identification Criteria”. 

This post was published to Tony &amp; Wendy's Travel Blog at 14:41:24 06/12/2009 

20091205 – Captains Log 
 

 

Saturday – our first full day at sea. Calm, sunny, good visibility and nothing but sea all 
around. 

Busy day. Lots of things to do. Excellent buffet breakfast. I did an hour in the gym 
while Wendy went for the less strenuous and more intellectual Motown quiz, followed 
by a cooking demo and a talk on St Martin – seems it was more a talk about retail 
therapy. Meanwhile I went to a seminar on Metabolic Rate – nerdy. Buffet lunch on 
deck followed by a wine tasting lecture, at which they forced me to drink the various 
wines – including champagne and whites. That’s broke my Golden Retirement Rule # 2 
– don’t drink during the day. 

A few facts about HMS Wallace Arnold (Celebrity Equinox). It can accommodate 3,200 
passengers with some 1,200 crew. From sharp end to blunt end its just over a 1,000 
feet, in proper measurments that’s about a fith of a mile. We must walk at least 5 miles 
a day, on top of which we have refused to use the lifts – even when staggering back to 
stateroom (rather a grand term for cabin) after too much wine. From left to right its 
121 feet. And the most worrying fact of all is that it is 14 stories high (no deck 13) yet 
only 27 feet below the waterline. How come it doesn’t fall over?  

The staff are mainly asian / oriental and perhaps it’s a bit racist to say it, but am I 
bothered, the only two miserable urchins we’ve encountered so far have been white 
caucasian on the Silohettte Dining room reception. The rest are all extremly polite, 
friendly, smiling and go out of their way to please you – very impressive. 

Food is fantastic and my biggest complaint is that there is too much of it. You really 
have to be boringly strict and exercise strong will power. Apparently the average cruiser 
puts on a pound a day – sumo wrestlers watch out. Menus contain things like blue crab, 
quail, lobster, frogs legs and escargot (cheap and plentiful in our garden) – fortunately 
not all on the same plate. Last night was a formal evening, in other words you’re 
expected to wear a monkey suit or at least a lounge suit and tie. One of the more 



disagreeable aspects of cruising. We’re on a table with some Americans and Canadians, 
and of course the American hasn’t bothered with either. All pleasant company, but if 
they supposedly have a objectionable dress code they should enforce it. Having done 
the wine tasting in the afternoon I finally broke with tradition and even had white wine 
with dinner – not a mans drink! 

Entertainment in the theatre was a Cirque Solei performance, with Captains reception – 
more free wine and champagne. In fact if you kept going out and back in you could 
have had a great time with wine and champagne. It was a great show, just a pity I kept 
nodding off through it, but at least I didn’t snore – moral there is don’t break Golden 
Retirement Rule # 2. 

This post was published to Tony &amp; Wendy's Travel Blog at 12:27:04 07/12/2009 

20091206 – Wot No Albatross 
 

 

Sunday – we think! No East Enders here so Wendy no longer has the edge when it 
comes to what day it is. Day 2 at sea, calm, sunny, good visibility and yet again no land 
in sight, just other cruise ships – there’ll be Caribbean congestion charging next. 

Wendy goes to a cookery demo whilst I relax in the library, all very civilised. Of course 
the whole day seems to revolve around meals. Today there’s a brunch (yet another 
bloody Americanism) buffet in the main dinning room (canteen). Again it’s juust 
unbelievable the presentation and choice of food, but our will power triumphs and we 
stick to a very sensible light salad. Mind you when you look around we’re the exception. 
It’s a wonder that some of them can manage to carry their plates back to the table, 
judging by their dimensions it’s probably the only exercise they get. 

After lunch we go out on deck and have an hour relaxing in the sun. There are people 
who have been frying out there all day, perhaps instead of waiters trying to sell you 
drinks they should do a turkey basting service. Of course the Germans snook out at 
03:00 for their “Laying of Towels” ceremony. 

Then it’s gym time. It’s very unerving on a cross trainer when the sea gets up. It 
doesn’t look all that rough out there but we start to realise we are at sea for the first 
time. Considering how many blobbies there are on board it’s surprising how full the 
gym is. 

Amazing things are a lot less crowded than I imagined. Deck chairs are probably the 
most crowded but even then you can get one reasonably easily, and there are areas on 
the ship / boat that are empty. They even have a lawn on board for mini golf and 
croquet and yet it’s never crowded up there. 

There’s an unoccupied Penthouse suite so it’s the first prize in a game of Bingo. Now 
that’s what I call smart, especially when you hear how much the tickets are. $30 for 



one card going up to $75 for 3. Wendy reckons there were about 500 playing. At that 
rate they’re probably better not selling Penthouse tickets up front and just having Bingo 
on day 1. 

Yes, after two days I’ve not done anything that gets me walking the plank or thrown in 
the brigg. Nor have we seen an Albatross yet.  

20091207 – St Maarten 
 

 

Monday – sunny and hot again. 08:00 we dock in St Marteen, so after an early 
breakfast we set off to explore. Shun all of the tours as there really doesn’t seem that 
much to tour. We take a walk to the boardwalk in Philipsburg. It’s only a 20 minute 
walk but amazing how many catch the water taxi. At this rate I’m sure in 100’s of years 
time we’ll have evolved into legless creatures.  

The boardwalk along the beach is very picturesque, with fantastic blue water and white 
sand. We give the beach chairs a miss and have a walk down the main street. Now it’s 
a change to see a main street with no banks, building societies and opticians but after 
10 minutes you’ve seen more jewellery shops than blobbies around the desserts in te 
restaurant. Every shop has sales people on the pavements trying to entice you in, 
worse than time share salesmen in Spain. Just goes to show how sad they are, one 
even called me sweetie, obviously no judge of character, anyway a quick snarl back at 
her should cure her of that little foible. Can you imagine what it would be like if our 
banks / building societies did this street selling. 

There are 3 cruise ships docked so it’s pretty busy and full of yanks. I notice that one 
cruise ship has solved the daily problem of knowing the day of the week by fiiting all 
their crusisers with day of the week wrist bands – how insulting. 

By lunch time we’ve had enough and walk back to the cool of the ship for a light lunch. 
Because it’s a 2nd floor (deck) to 14th floor, Wendy tries to cop out of our no use of lifts 
policy but I shame her into walking up.  

Then it’s the pool for an hour, that’s long enough in this heat.  

Toilets – none of my blogs would be complete without at least some reference or moan 
about toilets – it’s a French thing. So how can you tell the toilet in our stateroom was 
designed by a woman? Easy only a woman would put the flush button behind the seat 
so that you must put seat and cover down in order to flush. It’s a vindictive ploy to 
satisfy that perverse female obsession and force men to lower the seat.  

20091208 – St Lucia 
 

 



Tuesday – sunny with clouds and some showers - we’re coming home. 

After a leisurely formal breakfast we set off on the water taxi to explore the town. The 
taxi runs every 5 Caribbean minutes, but I remained quite calm during the 20 minute 
wait. The pace of life must be getting to me. 

The town can best be described as a market – more retail therepy – and taxi derby. 
The local courthouse has chickens and one lucky cockeral roaming about it’s grounds – 
very laid back.  

Today I’ve been greeted as: 

“Sweetie” – obviously my snarling has had no effect; 

“My friend” - I’ve made more friends than I can count, regretably I forgot to get their 
adresses so I won’t be able to send them a christmas card – oh dear how sad. I did 
suggest to a few of them that they came on boad our ship because there’s a couple of 
people, Bill and Dorothy, who always seem to be having meetings for friends; 

“Big man” – and I wasn’t even wearing my French speedos. 

Then it’s back to the ship for a healthy lunch – personally the only thing healthy in 
these meals is a glass of zero calorie cold water, in fact if I drink about 100 Litres a day 
I could offset the damage of these meals, a bit like CO2 offsets. Or as our wine expert 
suggested “Save water, drink wine”.  

Followed by a lazy afternoon and another trip to the gym. It’s still a mystery where all 
the time goes as I’ve hardly read any of the 5 books I bought with me to say nothing of 
the thousands in the luxurios library on board. 

You really do meet some fascinating and very friendly people. So far we’ve not been 
blessed with any loud mouthed yanks, although we have had a Canadian (ex Brit I 
might add) who has made up for them all. 

Yet another stunning meal even if it was with a red necked republican – very 
entertaining. Then joy of joys the evening show was full of dancing and singing, but 
despite several fantastics wines I could not get off to sleep through it, so I escaped 
early to a good book - boring. 

Meanwhile the ship / boat / or whatever plods on and yet again we can hardly tell we’re 
moving – very clever. 

If anyone is wondering why there are no photos on this Caribbean blog, it’s not 
because we’ve lost the camera but at $0.65 per minute for Internet access we’d be 
destitute if we include photo’s, plus we just don’t have the time. 



20091209 – Barbados 
 

 

Wednesday – sunny and very hot yet again.  

No lounging around today we’re off on a catamaran to swim with turtles, or in Wendy’s 
case sink with them. 

Heaven forbid that any cruiser should have to walk anywhere, a bus picks us up for 
what turns out to be a 250 yard walk. No wonder there are so many blobbies on our 
catamaran, but at least they won’t need life vests with that much blubber to keep them 
afloat. Meanwhile we’re still sticking to our no lifts regime, even if it does mean climbing 
10 flights of stairs 3 or 4 times a day. 

Turns out to be quite a good tour. First we snorkel with turtles. I’m not sure whether 
they were on a string and pulled out towards our boat /ship or they were those wind up 
ones, but turtles we did get to swim with. Then we move on to snorkel over a reef and 
shipwreck, after which the free drinks bar opens and we sail onto the beach where we 
have barbecue lunch and an hour on the beach. Wendy just about makes it ashore 
without drowning. Finally we sail back to the harbour, yet again retirement rule # 2 has 
been broken, drinking too much rum during the day. 

Unbelievable how hot that sun is – just like Belthorn – after a few minutes you’re 
burning. Unfortunately my rodeo hat is no good in the sea, in fact it’s rapidly 
disintegrating, but gains charm,character and comfort. Wendy seems to think it would 
be more fitting on a scarecrow and is trying to get rid of it.   

The colour of the sea is stunning. Wendy thinks they must dye it that colour for the 
tourists. 

Overall a good tour even if we did have the “Equinox gob of America” on board with us. 
All that’s bad about Americans, very ostentatious, very loud and very crude.   

For beach entertainment we have some Ocean Village topless bathers with us, 
obviously I did the gentlemenly thing and didn’t stare too much. Apparently the Ocean 
Village cruise is mainly full of Brits and a few people thought it was a grudging ok. 

On the way back of course there’s the cruise centre to negotiate. More retail therapy for 
Wendy whilst I escape back to the ship / boat. Wendy seems to be turning into an 
alcoholic as she’s just smuggled a bottle of coconut rum on board.  

20091210 – St Kitts 
 

 

Thursday – hot and sunny again.  



Breakfast and leisurely morning – evrything’s leisurely even more than in the caravan. 

Then lunch time we go on the sugar cane train around the island. We both enjoy the 
americans and they are such friendly people (obviously no french blood over here), but 
why o why do you always get one “American Gob” on every tour. Easily recognised by 
outragous shirt, shorts and the biggest camera / telephoto lense imagineable (phallic 
extension). Even a blind man could recognise them at 500 yards just by their inane, 
loud gobby comments, such as: 

Gee honey …… 

Is this the only country that produces sugar? 

Gee honey how do these folks manage without a 3 car garage? 

He’s just off to exercise his wife! 

Gee you did 500 miles a day for 6 days to get here. How far is it? 

Bless! But if you’re really unlucky you get two together and then of course ear 
defenders are essential and the bragging is worse than a couple of 10 year olds. 

Meanwhile back to the train that takes you two thirds of the way around the island and 
then you get the bus. All very interesting and a good commentary on island life, 
constantly supplemented by the  “American Gobs” inane remarks. But really like most of 
these islands they aren’t that big and don’t have that many real attractions. Apparently 
they no longer bother growing sugar cane as the bottom fell out of the UK market. 
Interetsing how despite a great pride in their education system and a very strong 
emphasis on the importance of it, a lot of them still cling to their old believes. If you 
don’t want the jumbies (Jumbies are male ghosts, no ghostly equal rights over here) to 
get you, then make sure you have a mixture of black sand, salt and lime to keep them 
away – pity they don’t have a concoction that repels “American Gobs”.  

I leave Wendy at the port to do the shopping and she just manages to get back on 
board before we dock. 

In the evening it’s another great meal, complete with good company and our friendly 
pink neck – I think he’s really a red neck but being married to a Democrat has 
somewhat mellowed him. He warns me that one of the guys on the table is a true red 
neck so don’t mention Obama, I have to restrain myself from asking what they think of 
that nice Mr Obama, would have been fun! It’s all too subtle for us – Fox versus CNN - 
you thnk they’d be more obliging and wear a red collar or at least a red tie. 

Evening entrtainment is some English singer (I’d never heard of her but that’s no 
surprise) from the West End – sang in front of Prince Charles don’t you know! 



Then later in the evening – yes we manage to stay up past Noddy going past Big Ears – 
there is an adult comedy show. Great comedian even though it was all American 
humour. 

20091211 – St Thomas 
 

 

Friday – more sun and heat. 

This Island is apparently a US protectorate. I must say it looks one of the nicer islands. 
We’re not doing any tours today, just amble into town for a bit more retail therapy, not 
that I haven’t had my fair share. Yet more jewellery and diamond shops. People are still 
calling me sweetie so I obviously need to improve my snarl. By way of a change you 
have the shopkeepers soliciting on one side and taxis on the other. They don’t miss an 
opportunity and ask you if you want a ride as they drive by – god bless the US dollar. 

There’s one jewellery store that’s really done it’s market research, they have a bar 
inside the store for long suffering husbands. Yes you see them, me included, being 
towed around from jewellery store to store like French poodles.   

After a pleasant stroll around, a few pictures and trying on a few dresses – Wendy, I’ve 
not become Dorothy’s friend yet – we go back to the ship where there is yet another 
merchandising opportunity. Time to leave Wendy to it. 

Evening is another great meal and we share a table yet again with pink neck but no 
true red necks this time. 

Show is jazz, just not for us, so a final drink of the day on the sunset bar deck and an 
early night. 

20091212 – Day at Sea 
 

 

Saturday – sunny with clouds and hot. 

A relaxing meal centric day at sea. Finally get some reading done.  

Rodeo hat holds me in good stead with one young crew member, could have been my 
lucky day. Wendy keeps complaining that it’s a disgrace and wants to scrap it. 

Over lunch we have a visit to our table from the Captain and the Sea Captain. He 
fancies my netbook, although I think he really coveted my rodeo hat. Bit unfortunate 
for him really as he had to introduce who he was. Anyway managed to have a chat 
about how come the ship just doesn’t tip over the first time someone breathes on it 
sideways, bear in mind it’s 15 decks high with only 27 feet below the water line. He 



assured me that they are constantly monitoring the ballast / weight below the waterline 
– not that I’m worried it just amazes me. Apparently they desalinate on board 500 
gallons of seawater an hour. 

Of course the Germans have been out holding their 06:00 towel laying ceremony. It’s 
just typical, plenty of loungers for everyone really but the usual scummy people have to 
be greedy. These are the same people who park in disabled slot and throw their fags 
and fag packets out their cars. I think there are 3 ways of stopping it. 

 1st offence photograph them and put their pictures up in “Scums Gallery” for 
everyone to see. 

 2nd offence throw all their belongs overboard, never mind save the waves. 

 3rd offence throw them overboard, that’ll finally cure them. 

Evening meal we’re with the same entertaining crowd as last night. It’s a formal but as 
a seasoned cruiser I’ve learnt that jacket and open neck shirt is quite acceptable. 
Certainly if we come again I wouldn’t bother with a penguin suit. 

I’ve been told by one colonial that I’ve got my fork upside down. I was so tempted to 
point out that no only that but we’re capable of using a kife and fork at the same time, 
but I resisted. Bring on the forks with a knife sharp edge, of better still why not have 
food served in bite sized chunks!  

No show tonight as it was full, yet another songs  from musicals – no great loss. 

This post was published to Tony &amp; Wendy's Travel Blog at 16:52:16 15/12/2009 

20091213 – Last Day Cruising 
 

 

Sunday – sunny with some ominous looking clouds. 

It’s our last day at sea and judging by the swilling around in my coffee cup I think we must be in a force 8 
hurricane! 

Actually day turns out very hot and sunny. Morning around the pool, followed by lunch on the back deck 
and then a bit more time around the pool before retreating indoors. In the midst of this Wendy goes to 
a cooking demo. Apparently the audience come up with some stunning questions such as: 

 What’s the main ingredient of that steak tartare? 

 What times the midnight buffet? 

My advanced digital camera lecture also raised some stunningly stupid questions. You really do wonder 
at time whether people actually bother to listen or they just like engaging their mouth without engaging 
their brains. 



Then around the pool there are some great people watching opportunities. A guy with a half inch 
diamond engagement ring – worrying; blobbies on scooters everywhere, in fact there are very few on 
scooters that aren’t grossly overweight; some terrifying bikini sites, fortunately not as bad as the French 
topless beaches; speedos, yet not a French pool for 1’000’s of miles; people just larded up and frying in 
the sun from morning until night – don’t they ever get bored? 

I must say on days at sea the pool area is quite crowded and if it was a beach on land we would not go 
to it, but it all works pretty well. It’s the older generation, not too much testosterone flowing, much 
more tolerant and well behaved - apart of course from the “towel layers”.  

Usual evening meal with good food and good compay. 

This post was republished to Tony &amp; Wendy's Travel Blog at 16:52:44 16/12/2009 

20091214 – Cruising In Retrospect 
 

 

We’re on our way home today and tomorrow and the day after, so it’s a good 
opportunity to reflect on our first cruise, especially as we were so sceptical. 

Downside 
Food centric - too much fantastic food, you need a cast-iron will all the time to resist. 
Perhaps they should charge for food and make the drinks free, that way we’d all be 
permanently drunk but at least we’d roll off the ship in a drunken stupor rather than 

waddling off like a stuffed pig. Nevertheless, I survive without a single sweet and Wendy only weakens 
twice. 

Boarding experience was awful – 3 hours corralled in the 2nd story cattle pen at the cruise terminal - but 
I’m reliably informed that it was an exception. However, compensation claims will be occupying me 
during December. 

Formal evenings – one of my main gripes was being told what I was to wear when. It still irritates but in 
practice a shirt and jacket even seems to suffice on the formals. There was no mention of a tie so I didn’t 
bother wearing one on our second formal. 

All Caribbean Island seem much the same, small, very few attractions and too many jewellery shops.  

Entertainment was mediocre but I am not really one for shows with singing and dancing. The Circus Solei 
and late night comedy was good. At least most of them kept one of us awake and it helped us to stay up 
way past our usual bedtime. 

Wine seemed expensive by the bottle but by the glass was similar to prices at home and there was a 
good choice. 

Upside  



It was much better than expected, very elegant, excellent food, 
excellent service and good accommodation. Everything was 1st class, 
although most people we’ve met claim we’ve started at the top with 
Celebrity, so it’s downhill from here on. Only Holland & America were 
mentioned as being as good as, if not better. 

The staff were amazing. Everyone was pleasant, very helpful and 
always greeted us with a smile. The recruitment, training and 
management processes behind the scenes must be phenomenal to 
achieve such excellence with an internationally diverse staff. 

Not the regimented Wallace Arnold or Butlins experience we had feared.  

Age profile must have been about 65, so not too depressing and makes you feel young, although ending 
up on a table with the very old could be a bit depressing. Hardly any children. 

Select Dining (flexible) worked well for us. We never queued and met many different and interesting 
people, mainly Americans. Occasionally you came across an objectionable gob but it was rare. Good 
thing was we were not rushed out, whereas fixed diners were herded out ready for the next sitting. 

Tours we’re ok.   

Weather was great if a bit too hot. 

Inside cabin was perfectly acceptable, especially as we only tended to sleep in it. Whilst it would be nice 
to try a balcony, I’m not convinced it would be worth a significant extra charge.  

Gym was fantastic with great views out to sea but a bit un-nerving on the machines and swaying with 
the boat. We both managed to walk up and down the stairs, sometime all 12 decks and never used the 
lifts – not that it’ll make much difference to our weights with all that food. 

The Acid Test - Would We Do It Again? 
Yes.  

I’d rank it number 4 in my holiday rankings:  

 1st is of course skiing (£155 per day, excl. food) 

 2nd caravanning although value for money / time out of UK it closely challenges skiing (£25 per 
day, excl. food)  

 3rd would be our summer months American road trip (£120 per day, excl. food) 

 4th would be cruising if we’ve got any money left over from the above (£250 per day including 
excessive food) 

It’s especially good for December when we’re stuck in the hellhole with the Belthorn weather awaiting a 
proper holiday, skiing. 



Now it’s back to reality, the world of mediocrity; poor service; rudeness; failure; excuses; things that just 
don’t work; delays, especially flights; and general mayhem. It hits you like a sledgehammer within hours 
of disembarking. 

This post was published to Tony &amp; Wendy's Travel Blog at 16:29:57 16/12/2009 

20091214 – The Trek Home 
 

 

Monday – day starts with the usual spoilt for choice breakfast on board. 

Disembarkation is very quick and efficient. We have a four hour wait at the airport and 
our exec lounge is in a different terminal, never mind we’ve plenty of time and it’s just 
great to go through security 3 times. 

Then joy of joys our filght to Atlanta is delayed 2.5 hours because of rain in Atlanta, 
good job these guys don’t fly in England, they’d never fly. This means we’ll miss our 
Manchester flight – funny how some flights can take off in rain and others can’t. 
Anyway after the usual cock up and mayhem we have a choice of flying to Paris or 
Amsterdam (oh no not the redlight district yet again) and then Manchester, arriving on 
Wednesday; or staying over night in Fort Lauderdale and flying to JFK Tuesday PM and 
then MC. 

We opt for staying in F.L. Shouldn’t be a problem as Rich and and Jackie kindly gave us 
their address etc and said we’re welcome to stay if there’s a problem. Well there is a 
problem, someone who shall remain nameless, has left the address details in their 
hambag in the suitcase. And where are the suitcases?  Well their on their way to 
Atlanta. 

Overnight we stay on in comfort suite and then amble over to the airport, battle 
through the security and take up residence in the lounge.  

Wendy manages to hit the lounges with a vengence, her little eyes lit up when she saw 
brandy in the Oasis at JFK. It helps her swallow her tablets, then all she needs is a 
straw and she’s ready for take off. 

This post was published to Tony &amp; Wendy's Travel Blog at 10:01:39 29/12/2009 

20091225  - Christmas Again 
 

 

Early start for most today I suppose but at least now that our kids think they are adults we get a lie-in. 
Mind you, I don’t miss working on the Christmas assembly line putting toys together.  

Wendy’s rampaging around the house looking for a present she’s wrapped and hid somewhere, but 
she’s now forgot where – it’s an age thing. I’m in the doghouse because the Paris perfume is by YSL and 
not Channel. Two Companies name their perfume the same – can you believe it, just like Microsoft and 
Apple each having an operating system with the same name! Come to think of it I’m sure this house is 



an extension to the Bermuda triangle. Not a day goes by without something going astray, usually my 
tools, resulting in me marauding around the house like a bear with a sore head. Then miraculously it 
turns up where it should be! 

Now I did think it would be useful having a 4-wheel drive. We’ve been able to get in and out when 
everyone else is snowed in. However, it also means I can become a taxi driver again. Calls in the early 
hours “can you pick me up the taxis won’t bring me up to Belthorn because of the snow” – joy! Bring 
back my old car with low profile wide tyres that performs like a drunken pond skater, at least it was a 
stay at home car in the snow. 

What’s it all about? Why are we here? That’s not a metaphysical question just the desperation of yet 
another Christmas with all it’s boring excesses – ba humbug!!!! 

That’s it, we might as well give up any thoughts of flying after this latest terrorist incident. Not for fear of 
being pulverised into dust in mid air and adding to global warming, but the frustration of the extra, 
extra, extra, extra measures imposed and the ever lengthen queues as we are screened at the airport. 
He had powder strapped to his leg so I suppose now we’ll finally have to remove our trousers – masons 
just roll them up! I wouldn’t mind but all these extra measures are cumulative, will they ever be 
withdrawn? At this rate, it can’t be long before flying is a nudist only activity, we will all be sat there for 
9 hours stark naked – it certainly conjures up some terrifying thoughts. 

This guy has certainly achieved his aim of terrorising people. The terrifying aspect is the lack of 
intelligence / common sense used by the anti-terrorist industry. He was on a database as “known 
terrorist connections” but not on a “no fly list”. What do you have to do to get on the “no fly list”? 
Perhaps successfully blowing up a plane in mid air will finally qualify you to achieve frequent flyer 
rewards of 70 celestial virgins and the “no fly list”.  

Amazing the Americans are claiming to have foiled the attack, yet it was only the bombers ineptitude 
that avoided a disaster. I bet he didn’t tick the “known terrorist” box on his green card visa waiver. 
Perhaps they should add a further question with yes / no tick box – “Have you answered all of the above 
question honestly?”.  

Profiling seems to be a sensible counter measure but it’s talked about in hushed, reverend tones, not 
quite cricket, not politically correct. Bugger that! Let’s have 3 queues at each airport. One for low risk 
with just simple scanning, over 60’s (nothing whatsoever to do with the fact that I will have my bus pass 
by the time I fly again); families; people travelling with pets or laptops; active nudists. Medium risks – 
I’m sure we all suspect their ethnic origins and religions – where there are more intensive searches, 
you’ll hear the rubber gloves slapping on at 50 yards. A 3rd for high risks, which is a queue for a free non-
stop bus ride to Guantanamo Bay. Heaven forbid we should use common sense or violate any poor 
soul’s human rights, much better to subject everyone to massive queues, misery and inconvenience to 
say nothing of that ultimate infringement of human rights – mass murder. 

Meanwhile I’ve found the ideal job. It’s the snowflake spotter - a Christmas is considered "white" if a 
single snow flake is observed falling onto the roof of the London Weather Centre in the 24 hours of 25 
December,[1] even without a perceivable quantity of snow. One day a year; not too strenuous; unlike 
being Santa there’s no kids involved. 

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to all my 3 readers! 

 



 

 

 

 


